AMITY INSTITUTE OF EDUCATION, New Delhi

In collaboration with

Indian Council of Social Science Research (ICSSR)

Organises

A One Day National Seminar

on the theme

“Right to Education: Equal Rights and Opportunities for Social Participation of Students from Marginalised Sections of the Society”

7th October, 2015

at

Amity Institute of Education, Amity Campus, M Block Saket, New Delhi - 110017
ABOUT THE INSTITUTE

“When the unappreciated potential of a student meets the liberating art of a teacher, a miracle unfolds”

Amity Institute of Education, New Delhi (Grade “A” accredited by NAAC), under the aegis of Ritnand Balved Education Foundation (RBEF), the philanthropic Society established by our Founder President Dr. Ashok K Chauhan, lays supreme emphasis on providing the most modern and sophisticated learning environment coupled with Indian heritage, value system and sanskars.

We offer a two year regular B.Ed. programme approved by the National Council for Teacher Education (NCTE) and are affiliated to Guru Gobind Singh Indraprastha University, New Delhi.

The guiding principle of the organization is: “Where modernity blends with tradition” and our mission is to play a catalytic role to ensure sustainable development in the programme of teacher education in the country. The B.Ed. programme is an endeavor to pursue excellence in teacher education. The academic and cultural activities at Amity Institute of Education provide a platform where all students come together and explore the individual and group talents and resources. The faculty and management possess a high degree of integrity and knowledge that churns the teacher trainees into efficient and effective human beings.

Hence we say: “We nurture talent”

REGISTRATION

Registration Fees—Rs. 200/- per participant

ALL CORRESPONDENCE MAY BE ADDRESSED TO:

Principal
Amity Institute of Education
M- Block, Saket
New Delhi – 110017

011-29561208, 011-29561182
rbhatia@iae.amity.edu
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